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Abstract / Executive Summary: 
 
Concern for all aspects of environmental sustainability is growing considerably as the 
scientific evidence of an anthropogenic genesis for potentially devastating climate 
change is mounting.  As the author has a particular interest in the New Zealand 
commercial built environment the role played by local government via initiatives and 
incentives for environmentally sustainable design was considered topical. 
An extensive international literature search was undertaken to identify what initiatives 
and incentives have been trialled.  A survey in the form of an electronic 
questionnaire was then designed to gauge the degree to which any of these 
incentives and initiatives have been implemented in the New Zealand local 
government arena.  All territorial authorities, that is city councils, district councils and 
unitary authorities, were invited to respond as well as the regional councils. 
Of the 73 territorial authorities in New Zealand (the Chatham Islands Council was not 
included) responses were received from 34 different authorities and five of the twelve 
regional councils.  A low degree of implementation was reported by the respondents 
that contrasted with a high level of willingness to try more initiatives and incentives.  
A number of reasons are proposed for this.  High amongst the reasons is a lack of 
both financial and human resources to effect implementation.  This, combined with a 
lack of clear long-term goals or an integrated set of sustainability policies across the 
different levels of government, heavily influence this low implementation rate. 
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Chapter One Introduction 
 
1.1  General Introduction 
Sustainability has been a topic of concern to life since life first formed on the planet.  
However for the human species it has been one of ever increasing general interest 
and importance as the world‟s population has exploded in sync with our industrial 
capacity.  While no one person or event can possibly be attributed with bringing 
environmental issues into general public discussion, the publication of Rachel 
Carson‟s Silent Spring in 1962 certainly created a huge response in Western culture, 
particularly in the USA where it was first serialised by The New Yorker before being 
published as a book late in the year.  It certainly struck a nerve on both sides of the 
emergent debate on the uncontrolled use of pesticides and their impact on the wider 
environment.  Particularly DDT‟s effect on bird life and on which the title draws its 
imagery.   
 
In 1983 the United Nations established the World Commission on the Environment 
and Development (WCED) to advise on international strategies for achieving 
sustainable development.  The WCED later became known as the Brundtland 
Commission after its chairman Gro Brundtland and produced the seminal report Our 
Common Future which was received by the United Nations General Assembly on the 
4th of August 1987.  It is in this report that the most widely recognised definition of 
sustainable development is found “Sustainable development is development that 
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their needs.” 
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The discussion about the impact of development on the environment was therefore a 
well-established discourse by the late 1980‟s.  It was this commission that then went 
on to organise the 1992 summit on the environment in Rio de Janeiro and produced 
the now famous Agenda 21 that sets out a structure for addressing the issues 
concerned with development and a sustainable environment. 
 
For local governments chapter 28 of Agenda 21 is most important.  It is entitled Local 
Authorities Activities in Support of Agenda 21 and sets out not only why local 
government action is so important to the objectives of sustainable development, but 
makes a direct call to local authorities to create their Local Agenda 21 (LA 21) plans 
in consultation with their local communities (Strong & Dowdeswell, 1996).  This built 
on earlier work by the United Nations which had convened a World Congress of 
Local Governments in New York during 1990 and from which the International 
Council for Local Environmental Initiatives was born.  This subsequently morphed 
into the ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI) during 2003 and took 
on a broader role in supporting local governments to plan for a sustainable future. 
 
2005 was the Year of the Built Environment.  In New Zealand the Hon Marion Hobbs 
as the then Minister of the Environment said “The year forms an important part of the 
government‟s Sustainable Development Programme of Action and Urban Affairs 
portfolio.  It reflects the government‟s commitment to work towards ensuring quality 
built environments throughout New Zealand” (Hobbs, 2005).  The then Labour 
Government continued to implement various policies through the likes of code 
modifications to the Building Act 2004, as well as all government departments being 
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directed to meet certain targets.  The Carbon Neutral Public Service initiative is a 
prime example of this (Land Information New Zealand, 2009). 
 
The Labour Government also set up an interagency Sustainable Urban Development 
Unit hosted by the Department of Internal Affairs (Department of Internal Affairs, 
2008).  The Ministers‟ foreword to their discussion document Building Sustainable 
Urban Communities says “A possible new approach to sustainable urban 
development, proposed in this document, aims to strengthen the ability of existing 
types of urban development organisations, such as local authorities and their 
subsidiaries, and crown entities, to achieve positive sustainable urban development 
outcomes in their areas.”  So clearly the local authorities are at the heart of the 
sustainable communities drive (Department of Internal Affairs, 2008; Ministry for the 
Environment, 2006).   
 
In New Zealand the importance of having sustainability as the basis of land use 
decisions was first enshrined in legislation with the Resource Management Act 1991 
(RMA).  It has been amended a number of times since then but it still remains New 
Zealand‟s key legislation for regulating land use and addressing the related issues of 
sustaining that land use.  This is discussed in more detail in the literature review 
under Existing New Zealand Legislation. 
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1.2  Aims and Objectives 
 
While the RMA has been on the statute books for nearly 20 years some in the 
commercial property arena have been concerned at the lack of practical application 
of the principles espoused therein.  In addition to resource use regulation, the usual 
focus of the RMA, it is a matter of interpretation as to what, if any, incentives or 
initiatives the various levels of local government should undertake in order to help 
fulfil their responsibilities under the RMA.  Given this scenario the objective of this 
study is therefore to try and ascertain what initiatives have either been undertaken, 
are being considered, or have been considered and rejected, by the various local 
government bodies within New Zealand to promote sustainable design of 
commercial buildings.  If an initiative was being, or had been considered, then an 
indication of the likelihood of its implementation was sought. 
 
The first step was to undertake an international canvass of the literature, local 
government websites, and other resources, to see what has been tried elsewhere.  
Following this, a survey of the New Zealand local government bodies was carried out 
to assess: 
a) Which of these initiatives, if any, had been implemented in NZ? 
 
b) The likelihood of implementation of specific initiatives considered but not 
implemented at the time of the survey. 
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c) If there were any other initiatives that had been considered or 
implemented in NZ. 
 
d) Whether it was possible to identify any significant differences in 
implementation between territorial authorities of different types. 
 
e) Whether it was possible to identify any significant differences in 
implementation between territorial authorities of different population sizes. 
 
f) Whether it was possible to identify any significant differences in 
implementation between territorial authorities of different population 
densities 
 
 
From the response to this survey it was hoped to be able to make some general 
conclusions as to what extent practical initiatives have been tried by New Zealand 
local government, which of these had been most widely applied, and by what sub-
classification of local government.  The sub-classifications used were the type of 
local government (district council, city council, regional council or unitary authority) 
as well as the total population served and the population density of the authority. 
 
The current divisions of local government as mentioned above were first established 
in 1989 when the then Labour Government undertook a major revision of local 
government and condensed by amalgamation approximately 700 local bodies into 13 
regional councils, and 75 district or city councils.  Various minor reorganisations 
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have taken place since then to produce the current situation with 12 regional 
councils, 16 city councils and 57 district councils.  Regional Councils are the tier of 
government immediately below the national government and are relatively large 
geographic areas divided mainly along major drainage lines.  Their functions are 
largely concerned with planning for regionally significant land uses and controlling 
their costal marine areas. 
 
Unitary authorities, of which there are currently four, are a special type of regional 
council as they have the regional functions, but also have the functions of a district 
(or city) council.  Unitary authorities therefore unify the functions of both regional 
councils and territorial authorities. 
 
The district and city councils comprise the tier below regional councils and are very 
much involved with interpreting the national and regional policies at the local level.  
Most importantly, it is the territorial authorities (district councils, city councils and 
unitary authorities) that issue the resource and or building consents to which a 
number of the questions used in the survey for this study relate. 
 
A more comprehensive review of the relevant legislation may be found in the 
literature review under Existing New Zealand Legislation. 
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Chapter Two Literature Review  
 
2.1  Introduction 
 
Concern for the environment has increased markedly over recent years in all walks 
of life as the discussion on environmental damage through pollution and 
anthropologically induced climate change has intensified.  This is apparent from the 
increase in news media sources giving coverage to such matters, many corporate 
and government bodies using triple bottom line annual reporting, companies now 
regularly using a „green theme‟ to promote their product or service, and a plethora of 
new policy announcements from all levels of government. 
 
Governments have moved to bring in tougher laws and regulations with regard to 
environmental issues as well as, in many cases, taking a lead in demonstrating 
sustainable design.  The New Zealand government has, over many years, enacted 
internationally progressive sustainability legislation (Johnson, 1997, 2008; Suzuki & 
Boyd, 2008).  Notable amongst these have been the Resource Management Act 
1991, the Local Government Act 2002, and the Building Act 2004. 
 
 
2.2  Existing New Zealand Legislation 
 
The Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) provides the overarching legislation 
that makes environmental sustainability a key consideration for all development 
while the Building Act 2004 (BA) is much more specific in this regard for the built 
environment.  The stated purpose in the RMA is: 
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“(1) The purpose of this Act is to promote the sustainable 
management of natural and physical resources. 
(2) In this Act, sustainable management means managing the 
use, development, and protection of natural and physical 
resources in a way, or at a rate, which enables people and 
communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural 
well-being and for their health and safety while 
(a) sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources 
(excluding minerals) to meet the reasonably foreseeable 
needs of future generations; and 
(b) safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, 
and ecosystems; and 
(c) avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of 
activities on the environment” ("Resource Management Act 
1991," 1991). 
 
The BA section 3 Purpose states under part (c) “buildings are designed, constructed, 
and able to be used in ways that promote sustainable development” ("Building Act 
2004," 2004), while section 4(2) lists some very specific areas that must be 
addressed.  The list includes such things as energy and water conservation, 
materials used, material conservation, material waste from construction, and their 
efficient and sustainable use in the buildings. 
 
It is the Local Government Act 2002 (LGA) that devolves much of the responsibility 
for implementing sustainable development policies to local bodies, and for assessing 
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their impact (Department of Internal Affairs, 2008).  Section 3 of the LGA describes 
its purpose and clauses (b) and (d) are of particular relevance here.  Clause (b) 
states that the LGA  
“provides a framework and powers for local authorities to decide 
which activities they undertake and the manner they will 
undertake them” ("Local Government Act 2002," 2002). 
Clause (d) is then quite specific with regard to the role of sustainability by stating  
“provides for local authorities to play a broad role in promoting 
the social, economic, environmental, and cultural well-being of 
their communities, taking a sustainable development approach” 
("Local Government Act 2002," 2002). 
 
In November 2008 a National Party led government ousted the incumbent Labour 
Party led government which had been in power for the previous nine years.  A key 
election pledge was to reform the RMA and to this end the National government 
introduced to parliament the Resource Management (Simplifying and Streamlining) 
Amendment Bill on the 19th of February, 2009.  After some amendments at the 
committee stages this was passed into legislation and became effective on 1 
October 2009. 
 
The New Zealand Parliamentary Counsel Office said “This bill represents the first of 
two phases of the reform of the Resource Management Act 1991 (the principal Act, 
or RMA). Phase one seeks to improve processes under the principal Act that have 
been found to be burdensome and costly. It would also establish a new entity, the 
Environmental Protection Authority” (New Zealand Parliamentary Counsel Office, 
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2009).  It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to examine the new legislation in 
detail but it is worth noting that one of the key aims of the legislation is to streamline 
the resource consent process for matters of national significance and as no 
commercial building is likely to fall into this category it is unlikely to have direct 
impact on the issues under examination here, but will no doubt be important in 
setting a national tone for sustainable development. 
 
 
2.3  Local Government Incentives and Initiatives 
 
The commercial building sector is an important subset of the sustainability equation 
as it contributes significantly to greenhouse gas emissions and material waste.  
Some estimate that the building industry as a whole contributes nearly 50% of all 
greenhouse gas emissions and it is undoubtedly a major contributor to loss of natural 
habitat and various forms of pollution.  The term building industry as a whole is used 
here to mean all the inputs and outputs of buildings for their whole life cycle from the 
production and transportation of the raw materials, through to deconstruction and 
removal of the material used at the end of a building‟s useful life.  
 
The commercial property building sector in New Zealand has made progress over 
the last 2-3 years in moving towards reducing the environmental impact of these 
buildings.  In particular new buildings have come under the spotlight.  With support 
from a number of principal corporate sponsors the New Zealand Green Building 
Council (NZGBC) was formed in 2006.  Its first environmental rating tool under the 
Greenstar system, Office-Design, was launched in Auckland in April, 2007.  This tool 
was then expanded late in 2008 to include the Office Built compliance requirements 
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and in 2009 a new updated version of the combined Office tool was released (New 
Zealand Green Building Council, 2009). 
 
While the goal of reducing carbon footprints for all activities, including commercial 
buildings, is well documented in local and regional government policies and 
statements there are a number of barriers to implementation that could , however, be 
addressed in order to speed up the attainment of these goals.  It is not clear at this 
time what, if anything, local governments in New Zealand are doing to provide 
practical incentives for, or to facilitate, the commercial building sector achieving 
these vision statements and policies. 
 
A number of people and organisations have questioned the extent to which local 
government has paid more than lip service to these policies (Berke, 2002; Paetz & 
Pinto-Delas, 2007; Russel, 2007).  Blakely (2007, p. 5) quotes Bulkeley and Betsill 
(2002) who argue “that while governments give lip-service to climate change and 
even adopt policies to deal with the problem, most of these policies have no 
implementing or operational capacity”.  Paetz also asserts that “The international 
experience is that green building doesn‟t just happen.  Education and incentives, as 
well as regulation have been central to the growing proliferation of green building 
practice internationally” (Paetz, 2008, p. 79). 
 
A survey in the New Zealand context would be useful to provide evidence about the 
extent to which local government has implemented sustainability policies through 
incentives and sustainability initiatives.  After all, it is in local government where 
policy meets practice.  Central government may give strong indicators of what they 
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wish to see happen in district and local plans, but the RMA and LGA devolve a large 
amount of the responsibility for implementation and interpretation of these Acts to 
local government (Sustainable Urban Development Unit, 2008). 
 
This is an area which may well change under the National Party led government 
(Smith, 2008).  Part of their phase I policy on streamlining and simplifying the RMA 
was to establish an Environmental Protection Authority which will expand the current 
responsibilities of the Environment Risk Management Authority (NZ National Party, 
2008).  An objective of this new EPA is to develop National Policy Statements and 
National Environmental Standards that will provide a great deal more direction to 
local government and consistency to policy (Smith, 2009).  It is, however, unclear 
whether these policies will in fact make any difference to what is built by the private 
sector.  Government buildings are only a tiny fraction of the total commercial built 
environment.  It is therefore, the private sector where the policies need to make a 
difference if there is to be a significant contribution from the commercial building 
sector to a more sustainable environment. 
 
We can look to some overseas situations in order to assess what has taken place 
there.  An extensive international literature search failed to uncover any surveys that 
examined the extent of implementation, or otherwise, of a range of possible 
incentives or initiatives to facilitate environmentally sustainable design (ESD) by local 
government.  What was uncovered were a large number of references that looked at 
what local government might do in general and then referred to specific initiatives, or 
sub-set of initiatives, that might be considered. 
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In the Australasian region the Victoria Building Commission sponsored an ICLEI - 
Local Governments for Sustainability conference in Melbourne during May 2007 
which produced the most comprehensive list of local government policy instruments 
for sustainable building that was found.  Fifty six mayors, councillors and staff from 
New Zealand attended and those mayors attending joined the Australasian Mayors 
Council for Climate Protection which was launched at the conference.  The category 
headings were: 
 Leadership by example 
 Community demonstration projects 
 Financial incentives 
 Education and training 
 Professional support 
 Height, density and building area incentives 
 Expedited planning approvals 
 Mandatory measures 
 Information and awareness campaigns 
 Collaborative Programs/Initiatives (Bevege, 2007) 
Each of these were then explored in more detail, and where appropriate, examples 
of where they were implemented given.  However no attempt was made to gauge the 
number or percentage of local governments that had utilised any of these possible 
initiatives or incentives as is proposed by this research. 
 
A common theme running through much of the research is that getting beyond the 
rhetoric has proved much more difficult than initially thought.  Duncan Russel 
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summed up his research into the situation in the United Kingdom in regard to 
sustainable development (SD) with: 
“Progress has been particularly hampered by: inconsistency in 
the government‟s definition of SD; questions over whether 
political backing is sustained and committed; and poor 
integration between the different administrative mechanisms, 
tools and processes to pursue SD.  Consequently, SD is 
struggling to make headway against the dominance of traditional 
economic concerns in UK decision making” (Russel, 2007). 
Similarly Fidelis and Pires (2009) in examining the Portuguese situation identified 
five main obstacles to local authorities implementation of SD in a general sense, of 
which the commercial building section is a sub-set.  These being: 
i) Local authorities need to be learning organisations in order that they may 
develop new and innovative ways of working given that SD is a relatively 
new field and often employing new techniques or technologies. 
ii) The need to establish a long term vision for SD without losing orientation 
while implementing it in the short term. 
iii) The need for local authorities to be involved with private enterprise, 
academic institutions and community groups as they provide not only 
knowledge but also time, money and skills. 
iv) Transboundary problems between the different levels of local government 
and national government and just where responsibility lies for 
implementation. 
v) How local government is structured to facilitate the policy integration and 
to educate their own staff to an adequate level of expertise. 
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In examining the Swedish experience Fidelis and Pires say that despite 15 years of 
massive financial support from the central government for local government 
sustainability initiatives that insufficient resources is still the major hurdle and refer to 
two Swedish researchers with “Interestingly, Eckerberg and Dahlgren (2007) suggest 
that the lack of resources is the most important obstacle for local authorities” (Fidelis 
& Pires, 2009, p. 502). 
 
That said, local and regional governments around the world have tried a variety of 
initiatives and incentives to give practical effect to their policies.  Different local 
governments have tackled the issues with a great deal more zeal than others 
depending on their individual circumstances and histories.  Following is a list of those 
initiatives and incentives that were identified. 
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2.4  Incentives and Initiatives Identified. 
 
1. Expediting permits and resource consents  
One way to encourage commercial developers to „green‟ their buildings is to 
reduce the time to process resource and/or building consents.  Time is crucial 
to the overall cost of a project and getting the project to the market, so if the 
time taken to obtain the appropriate resource consent and/or building permit is 
significantly reduced this reduces the cost to the developer.  Where this is 
linked to environmentally sustainable design, it is a strong incentive for these 
features to be incorporated (Knox & Smith, 2006; Oberle & Sloboda, 2010; 
Popovec, 2006). 
Bevege reports that at least six US cities have recently introduced this 
approach but also notes that no evaluations were available at the time of 
writing.  One example given was for a 30 storey office tower that received it‟s 
building permit in 30 days because it met the sustainability criteria (Bevege, 
2007).  In a similar vein San Francisco City Planning Department in 2006 
adopted criteria for priority planning processing for Green Buildings.  Here the 
criteria were: 
“Building construction projects that meet or exceed a Gold 
Rating using the LEED Building Rating System adopted 
under the Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design program of the U.S. Green Building Council (or 
that achieve high sustainability standards under other 
„green building‟ rating systems approved by the Director) 
qualify” (Macris, 2006, p. 2). 
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2. Allowing density bonuses for incorporating certain sustainability 
features  
Some local authorities have allowed developers to increase the density of 
their projects in return for incorporating certain ESD features (Bevege, 2007; 
Popovec, 2006).  If a greater density of development is allowed on a particular 
site then it generally becomes more profitable as the land cost is reduced per 
unit.  The greater density is usually achieved by allowing a higher percentage 
of site coverage, or building height, or a combination of these.   
While many councils tie the bonus to an overall „green‟ rating of some 
description, such as that described below in Arlington Virginia, in Portland 
Oregon, a 3:1 area bonus is allowed for central city projects with a green roof.  
That is for every square metre of green roof, three square metres of additional 
floor space is permitted (Phillips, 2007). 
 
This type of incentive has found favour with some councils as it costs nothing 
directly to the local council involved and may in fact increase the property land 
tax (rates) from the development for those local authorities that have a capital 
value tax base.  Others however have expressed the view that “good planning 
is good planning” (Bevege, 2007, p. 21) and that concessions on height or site 
coverage should not compromise these principles. 
 
One of the problems with this type of bonus, and that in (1) above, however, is 
that while the plans may incorporate certain features, the cost and difficulty of 
certifying that they were actually built presents practical difficulty to the local 
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authority.  One possible method of dealing with this situation is for a bond to 
be paid by the developer which is only released when the project obtains an 
independent certification from a body such as the US Green Building Council 
(City of Arlington VA, 2009). 
 
3. Waiving part of the development levy to recognise lesser use of 
infrastructure. 
Buildings that incorporate sustainable design features naturally use less 
infrastructure such as storm water, sewage, and roading which are almost 
always provided by the local body and partly funded by development 
contributions (Crabbe, 1997).  This is certainly the case in New Zealand but 
there is not always a clear relationship between the levy and its use.   
 
In New Zealand schedule 13 of the LGA Methodology for Calculating 
Development Contributions states that the total cost to the territorial authority 
incurred because of the new activity, or group of activities, is to be shared out 
among the activities in proportion to the expenditure attributable to each unit 
of demand.  While this would seem to indicate that a „green‟ development with 
lower demand should incur lower charges the method of calculating the total 
costs and unit demand is difficult and unclear.  In New Zealand Knox & Smith, 
(2006) report in their survey of Auckland residential developers, one of their 
five key concerns is the lack of transparency as to where and on what their 
development contributions are spent.  This has led some parties to litigation 
and the body of law associated with this issue is expanding as developers and 
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territorial authorities seek clarity on the relationships (Davidson, 2009; Oberle 
& Sloboda, 2010). 
 
4. Providing property tax relief in return for particular ESD features  
The use of local government tax relief has been very well received by certain 
sectors of the commercial development sector (Oberle & Sloboda, 2010).  
These vary from cities like Cincinnati providing a 75 percent exemption on the 
improved value of the project for 15 years (Phillips, 2007) to Rockville, 
Maryland, allowing US$2M in tax credit and fee rebates to Tower Company 
on their nine floor office development, or Becker & Becker receiving a US$4M 
tax credit from New York State on their US$4M investment in energy 
conserving technology in their Roosevelt Island development. 
 
How well the property tax relief works is, however, problematic.  Unless the 
developer is a long term owner-occupier, the benefit of property tax relief may 
in fact accrue to the post development owner and/or their tenants as the tax 
relief is applied year by year.  A variation on this theme has been used in both 
Berkley and Annapolis whereby the local council provides a low interest loan 
to finance the upfront costs of certain energy efficiency upgrades and then the 
interest payable on the loan is placed on the rates bill.  In this way if the 
property is sold the loan moves with the property (Meinzen, 2008). 
 
Another issue restricting the use of tax relief is that it is usually unattractive 
from a local body‟s perspective in that they are nearly always searching for 
cash to balance immediate community demands while the reduced 
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infrastructure costs are a long term saving (City of San Francisco CA, 2008b; 
Dicken, 2008; Greene, 2006; U.S. Conference of Mayors Climate Protection 
Agreement, 2009b).  In discussing the Brazilian LA 21 efforts Braun notes: 
“Any new tax incentive (or group of incentives), such as the ones 
presented in the incentive matrix (see table V) should have to be 
compensated in order to avoid loading other sectors of the economy 
and creating deficits in the municipal income tax balance” (Braun, 
2007, p. 408). 
This illustrates how difficult it is to balance the long term benefits of ESD 
against short term demands and relatively short election cycles. 
 
5. Joint ventures with private enterprise and academic institutions to 
demonstrate sustainability features. 
 
Many of the environmentally sustainable design concepts involve either 
relatively new technology, or technology that has fallen into disuse as modern 
design forms have paid little heed to natural systems.  Therefore as one of 
their promotional initiatives some local councils have engaged with private 
enterprise and/or academic institutions to research and demonstrate possible 
innovative solutions (Bevege, 2007; City of Chicago IL, 2008; Skett & 
McDonald, 2007). 
 
There has been a huge variety of different collaborations focusing on different 
issues or technologies.  For example the Greater Vancouver Regional District 
engaged Simon Fraser University (SFU) to produce The Economics of Green 
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Buildings report and in doing so SFU report collaborating with seventeen 
other organisations, many of whom were private companies (Cameron, 2004).  
Similarly the City of Greater Bendigo partnered with the Australian Industry 
Group and Coliban Water to launch a business network that has achieved 
“...significant reductions in water and energy use...” (Skett & McDonald, 2007, 
p. 2) and two of their discussion group summary findings to help local 
governments facilitate better environmental management were “Linking with 
research bodies to provide skills and knowledge” and “Establishment of think 
tanks involving business councils and universities” (Skett & McDonald, 2007, 
p. 4). 
 
This type of approach has certainly been encouraged in Europe at the highest 
level.  In 2008 the OECD environment ministers agreed to include non-
government and private enterprise representatives in their formal sessions 
(OECD, 2008).  While this was quite a radical departure from what has been 
the norm it was partly instigated to encourage similar moves within local 
government. 
 
6. Working to modernise building codes to cope with innovative 
sustainable design. 
A problem that often arises is what the building code will allow, because a 
new technology or material has not been through the time consuming and 
expensive process required to be incorporated into the relevant building code.  
Many local governments have little flexibility in what they may approve as 
variations.  This is particularly true in New Zealand given the leaky building 
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syndrome that has rocked the building industry and resulted in building code 
amendments with much less flexibility in what materials and design features 
may be acceptable solutions.  This has been exacerbated by local 
governments‟ fear of litigation which has been a significant consequence of 
the leaky building problem.  (Davis, 2005; Kibert, 2008; McLennan, 2008; U.S. 
Conference of Mayors Climate Protection Agreement, 2009c). 
 
Nonetheless some local governments have teamed up with other institutions 
to thoroughly examine what in the relevant building codes might need 
alteration to allow these new technologies, new materials, or design features 
to be utilised for more sustainable development and then make 
recommendations to the appropriate government body to have them 
implemented.  A comprehensive series of three reports have been produced 
in Washington State for Clark County and Vancouver City WA, by the 
Cascadia Region Green Building Council after engaging widely with public 
and private stakeholders (Cascadia Region Green Building Council, 2008, 
2009; Lahav & Euler, 2008).  While these reports focus on residential 
developments, their findings and recommendations have wide application to 
commercial developments in that energy, water and parking codes have a 
great deal of crossover to the commercial sector.  A copy of a typical page 
from the Code Barriers Matrix appears in appendix 5. 
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7. Giving awards or special recognition to high quality sustainable 
buildings. 
This is a small and low cost initiative but certainly one that gets the attention 
of the private sector developers and builds on ESD‟s social capital (Beatley & 
Newman, 2009).   
 
8. Providing technical assistance. 
Providing technical assistance to developers is similar in philosophy to 
modernising building codes as discussed above.  This initiative involves the 
local body recognising the newness of the concepts and taking a leadership 
role to educate the commercial sector.  Local councils rarely have the 
resources to support technical advice initiatives, however. In fact, resourcing 
issues have been found to be a major constraint in councils‟ ability to 
implement ESD policies (Greene, 2006; Oberle & Sloboda, 2010; Rutherford, 
2006). 
 
In examining the barriers to sustainable construction in the Netherlands 
Bueren and Priemus argue that apart from providing financial instruments to 
stimulate sustainable construction that the other key stimulus comes from 
“...communicative instruments (model projects and covenants)” (Bueren & 
Priemus, 2002, p. 75). 
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In New Zealand eight Councils have appointed an Eco Design Advisor under 
a BRANZ Ltd initiative to provide free and independent advice on sustainable 
building practices when building or renovating a home.  Maybe the next step 
will be into commercial development? 
 
9. Education courses for council staff on sustainable design  
If the local body is to act as an exemplar to private enterprise then the 
relevant council staff need to be engaged in the ESD process, and 
knowledgeable in the environmentally sustainable design (ESD) rationale.  
Without education existing practices simply continue.  To some degree the 
provision of ESD education is a prerequisite to local authorities setting in 
place the initiatives in 10–13 below (City of Austin TX, 2007; U.S. Conference 
of Mayors Climate Protection Agreement, 2009a). 
 
This is recognised in the New Zealand context in the interagency discussion 
document as one of the many barriers to sustainable development.  In the 
Executive Summary of this document the very first barrier identified is 
“capacity and capability issues in all levels of government...” (Sustainable 
Urban Development Unit, 2008). 
 
10. Act as a clearing house/network centre for sustainability concepts  
Acting as a clearing house or networking centre is being tried by various local 
governments.  However as noted earlier resourcing is an issue both from a 
financial perspective and an expertise perspective.  In countries where the 
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central government has provided funding to local government for initiatives 
many networking and clearing houses have been established.  But once the 
funding is terminated the local body most often cannot afford to keep 
resourcing the program.  Those that have continued the programs have 
tended to be the larger metropolitan governments that have the tax base to 
support a program (Beatley & Newman, 2009; Bueren & Priemus, 2002; Cole, 
Miller, & Schroeder, 2007; Davis, 2005). 
 
11. Public education & workshops on sustainable design  
Public education is a subset of (10) above but may require a smaller 
resourcing commitment.  Alternatively it may be a part of activities associated 
with acting as a clearing house.  Sometimes the education is aimed at the 
general public but at other times it is to facilitate highly technical discussion 
amongst design professionals in the commercial construction sector (Cole et 
al., 2007). 
 
An excellent example of this type of stimulus, as well as a collaborative 
example, is provided by the Greater Vancouver Regional Council which 
partnered Simon Fraser University to host a series of four public lectures and 
workshops entitled The Economics of Green Buildings.  The format was a 
public lecture followed by a day-long public workshop.  So for example the 
second part was a public lecture entitled Green Buildings: Rethinking their 
Design and Economic Benefits followed the workshop Design Features of 
Green Buildings: What are the costs and values? (Cameron, 2004). 
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12. Green collar job training courses. 
Green collar job training is now getting a huge amount of coverage in the US 
as it is one of the major planks of the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act (ARRA).  This was enacted by the Obama led central government as 
policy to help their economy recover from the current financial turmoil.  “Green 
collar jobs are blue collar jobs in green businesses – that is, manual labour 
jobs in businesses whose products and services directly improve 
environmental quality” (Pinderhughes, 2007, p. 2). 
 
However, even before the economy faltered Oakland California saw it as a 
method of fulfilling a number of their policy requirements across a variety of 
policy areas (City of Oakland CA, 2009).  The Oakland scheme has been set 
up as a joint venture with private enterprise, with seed funding from the 
Council, to target those that are hard to employ.  It attempts to teach them the 
hard and soft skills necessary to hold down a job and give them work 
experience in an expanding job sector.  Hard skills taught include installing 
insulation, erecting solar cells, and waste recycling on construction sites.  
Providing such training builds technical expertise that is required in order to 
expand a workforce capable of constructing a sustainable built environment. 
  
13. Local government making a certain level of sustainability compulsory 
for their own new buildings or when retrofitting existing buildings  
Many central governments, including New Zealand‟s, have put in place ESD 
requirements on all new government leases and new buildings built for their 
use.  Some local governments have done the same.  By instigating such 
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policy measures it sends a clear message about local government‟s 
leadership in this field, as well as providing the opportunity to engage 
productively in some of the initiatives mentioned above in a relatively new and 
quickly changing field (City of San Francisco CA, 2008a; City of Vancouver 
BC, 2009; Cole et al., 2007; Environment News Service (ENS) 2008, 2008). 
 
 
2.5  Effectiveness and Uptake of ESD incentives and Policies 
 
The question of how effective these policies and incentives have been in promoting 
ESD as a long term feature in the commercial property sector is still very much open 
to debate.  A number of authors have examined the role of policies in promoting 
sustainable development and some of these tried to distil out the essential criteria for 
the policies to be effective (Blakely, 2007; Fidelis & Pires, 2009; Pini, 2009; Russell, 
2007).  However, quantifying the effect of a particular policy, or set of policies, is 
problematic to determine.  While some have offered somewhat cynical conclusions 
similar to “Thus far, few policies or policy instruments aimed at the building and 
construction sector have stimulated progress beyond the level achieved by building 
regulations” (Rovers, 2003) others have been much more positive in their 
conclusions.  From a local government perspective, one reason that stands out in 
the literature for the disappointing progress in bringing sustainable development into 
everyday practice is the lack of resources they have to fund or staff new incentives 
and initiatives.   
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A first step in measuring New Zealand local governments‟ success in facilitating the 
move to a more sustainable commercial built environment, is scoping the extent of 
existing practices.  With reference to the incentives and initiatives reviewed above, 
the study reported in this dissertation surveyed NZ‟s local government authorities to 
gauge the extent of their consideration of, and involvement in, enhancing the 
sustainability of the commercial building landscape. 
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Chapter Three Methodology 
3.1  Introduction 
 
In light of the initiatives and incentives for ESD in the built environment 
internationally, reviewed in chapter two, a survey was constructed to investigate the 
extent to which sub-national government bodies in New Zealand are providing these, 
or others, in the commercial built environment.  Unfortunately the literature search 
did not reveal any surveys of a similar nature to that proposed which could be used 
as a starting point for this study.  However, as chapter two indicated, a number of 
sources did explore various possible incentives and initiatives that have been, or are 
being, tried and from these the list was begun.  Next the archives of media releases 
revealed a number of very proactive local governments internationally whose 
websites provided information on other initiatives. 
 
Attending a number of conferences and seminars, primarily in North America, also 
provided the author with the opportunity to discuss with other participants and 
presenters what was being trialled internationally.  These opportunities included the 
three day “Gaining Ground – Resilient Cities” conference during October 2009 in 
Vancouver, Canada; the Implementing Green Building Policies in Local Government 
seminar facilitated by Barbara Batshalom of Boston Massachusetts held in March 
2009; and a 2009 Transformational Lecture Series hosted by Cascadia, the green 
building council for Oregon, Washington, British Columbia, and Alaska.  The 
Sustainable Building 2010 (SB10) conference held in Wellington, NZ, during May 
2010 was also informative with regard to New Zealand. 
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3.2  Survey Instrument 
 
The research questions above drove the design of the study.  In considering the 
various methods of sampling local government activity, focus groups, structured or 
semi-structured interviews, or a survey, were considered.  It was important that the 
sample coverage was as wide as possible.  It was also important to recognise that 
the knowledge of what was actually taking place was unlikely to be held by any one 
group of people given the independent nature of each local government body.  
Therefore an electronic survey using the Formsite platform was selected as an 
appropriate method of data gathering. 
 
The advantages of this type of survey include:  
i) As a survey on sustainability it seemed inappropriate to use a paper 
based survey. 
ii) An electronic format allowed the survey to be easily transmitted to the 
local government bodies and then passed around within those bodies 
for potential respondents to decide if they were an appropriate person 
to respond. 
iii) Return of the survey was instantaneous once the respondent hit the 
“submit” button and there was no cost to the respondent. 
iv) The Formsite platform allowed the multi-choice questions to be collated 
into a MS Excel table and then downloaded to a computer for 
manipulation, analysis, and graphing. 
v) The Formsite platform had been used previously by a Lincoln 
University Master of Property Studies student, Gary Nichols, and so the 
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author had personal confirmation of its functionality.  Having had no 
previous experience with electronic surveys this was most important to 
the author. 
 
A key disadvantage with such a survey is that one cannot ask individual questions of 
the respondents to clarify and flesh out their answers.  Another disadvantage is that 
the options offered to answer each question need to be limited and consistent in 
order to be able to analyse the results as well as not confusing the respondents with 
too many options.  This was partially overcome by providing space for a qualitative 
response of up to 1,000 characters after each question.  The survey is shown in 
appendix 1. 
 
 
3.3 Sampling 
 
In order to obtain a complete list of all the regional councils, city councils, district 
councils, and unitary authorities the list of local authorities was downloaded from the 
web site http://www.localcouncils.govt.nz/lgip.nsf/wpg_url/Councils-A-Z-Index.  This 
site is maintained by the Department of Internal Affairs so there is confidence in its 
accuracy and it provides a number of other key pieces of information. 
 
These are: 
i) Data on the population and area covered by each council. 
ii) Geographic information on the physical location of each council. 
iii) An electronic link to each council‟s web site for further information. 
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iv) An electronic link to a general information email address for the 
council. 
The information on the population, area, population density, and location were then 
used to subdivide the councils into categories for statistical analysis of the 
quantitative questions in their responses. 
 
A first step was to try and find the contact details for an appropriate person within 
each council to approach about answering the survey.  To do this each council‟s web 
site was accessed to ascertain if there were any specific names and contact details 
for personnel that appeared to be likely candidates.  Such people as environmental 
advisors, senior planners, urban designers, building consent officers, were sought.  
The thinking was that a personal approach was more likely to bring a positive 
response to a request for their time to complete the survey. 
 
This method was successful in only a small number of cases as it was unusual to 
find direct contact details on the council web sites.  For those that were found the 
standard email and letter of authenticity from Lincoln University were sent once a 
more complete list of potential respondents from the other council‟s had been 
assembled as described below.  It is worth noting here that the standard email asked 
them to please pass the email on to whomever they felt might be a better 
respondent, if they weren‟t the appropriate person. 
 
For the vast majority of councils an email was sent to the council‟s general 
information email address with a request for them to supply the contact details of an 
appropriate person, preferably in the planning or building departments.  This 
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generated a variety of responses from about two thirds of the councils within a 
couple days.  Many were automated responses saying thank you for the enquiry and 
if there wasn‟t a personal response within so many days to contact reception again. 
 
Over the next couple of weeks the original email was followed up as required and a 
database compiled of 73 individuals as potential respondents to whom the survey 
could be sent as a first point of contact. For the balance of the councils I simply had 
to send an email to the general information address again with a further request that 
it, and the embedded link to the survey, be passed on to an appropriate person in 
the planning or building departments.  This final email with the survey was emailed 
out in mid November 2009 with a request that all responses be entered by the end of 
the month, thereby allowing slightly over 2 weeks for responses.  (See appendices 2, 
3 and 4) 
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Chapter Four Findings 
 
4.1 Introduction 
There were 44 valid returns to the electronic survey.  A valid return is defined as 
being where the respondent answered at least one question or provided a written 
answer to one of the questions.  In fact there were 41 respondents who answered all 
15 of the multi-choice questions and the least number of multi-choice questions 
answered was 8 with the other two answering 13 of the 15.  The respondents who 
didn‟t answer all the multi-choice questions often added a written comment to explain 
why they couldn‟t make a choice.  The data also needed a little cleaning in order to 
better understand the results and provide clearer results.  For example, in response 
to the following question, the raw results indicated the following percentages of those 
responding. 
(I). What type of territorial body do you work for? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 44 
 
However, upon further investigation, it was discovered that some of the responses 
were not accurate or comparable to others.  Firstly there were three cities that ticked 
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the “District Council” option in section A so these needed to be reclassified.  
Secondly, in order to be able to compare the results by authority type, population, 
and population density, the multi-choice results of authorities where two responses 
were received from the same authority needed to be combined.   
 
In order to combine the multi-choice results from the same authority the following 
protocols were employed. 
i) If they were the same then that result stood.  This was by far the majority 
of cases with there being only 23 conflicts from a potential of 75 answers 
(30.7%). 
ii) If they differed by only one assessment value then a choice had to be 
made based on multiple factors: 
a. If one said that the initiative in question had not been considered and 
the other said it had but the probability of implementation was near 
zero then the latter was accepted.  This variation is quite likely given 
the two respondents may well have been with the given authority for 
differing periods of time and also hold different positions.  This is 
supported by the fact that the two authorities with the majority of 
different answers were both from large city councils.  That is 17 of the 
23 or 74%. 
b. Using the same rationale as in (a) above if one respondent said that 
the initiative or incentive had been implemented this was accepted as 
the most likely correct answer. 
c. If their assessment of an initiatives likely implementation differed by 2 
points (e.g. b vs d) then the mid-point “c” was chosen unless one 
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respondent provided a more detailed written answer to support their 
assessment.  This occurred on three occasions only. 
d. There were also three occurrences of an “a” response from one person 
and a “d” response from the other.  Here a written comment to support 
one or the other was first looked for and then if there was nothing, a 
similar rationale to (a) above was used and a “c” response chosen.  
That is a slightly tempered optimistic assessment of its probability of 
implementation. 
 
In no circumstance were any of the written responses discarded but they were 
compared for consistency and to help determine which of the multi-choice responses 
to include in the summative information. 
 
The “cleaned” results for those responding are shown below: 
(I). what type of territorial body do you work for? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 39 
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The percentages in the bar graph above are percentages of the number of 
responses whereas the percentages in the table below are percentages of the total 
possible. 
 
These are the results that have been used for the main analysis as below.  This 
gives an overall response rate as shown below. 
Table 1 Respondent by Authority Type 
 Total possible responses Percentage of 
possible 
District councils 57 24 42% 
City councils 16 8 50% 
Regional councils 12 5 42% 
Unitary authorities 4 2 50% 
Totals 85 39 46% 
Note:  A questionnaire was not sent to the Chatham Islands Council. 
 
On a population basis the Territorial Authorities (District and city councils and unitary 
authorities) responding administer to 2,598,000 people from a total New Zealand 
population of 4,268,000 as estimated by the NZ Statistics Department at 30 June 
2009.  This represents 60.87% of the population and reflects the fact that the 
Councils for the largest population centres responded. 
 
On the other hand the Regional Councils, including the 2 unitary authorities, 
responding administered to 1,651,800 people or 38.70% of the total population.  
Conversely this shows that some of the major population centres were not covered 
by the responses. 
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Written responses to questions. 
In general there was not a great deal of writing in response to each question.  On 
average there were 10.5 written responses to a question and this number varied 
between 5 and 17 with many being quite short in that they were four or five words.  
Typical were “not that I‟m aware of” or “would like to in the future” or “not our 
responsibility.”  
 
 
4.2 Main Analysis 
In this first section of the analysis only those responses from territorial authorities are 
considered as they have quite a different role to play than the regional councils as 
explained in the introductory chapter.  The majority of the questions were not directly 
relevant to the regional councils as they are not performing many of the tasks that 
were queried in the survey such as issuing resource consents or building consents 
for commercial buildings. 
 
4.2.1 Territorial Authorities 
 
There are only 4 unitary authorities and with two of these responding this means that 
the sample size is too small to analyse and compare to other types of territorial 
authority.  Their responses are of course included in those for all territorial 
authorities.  So for this part of the analysis the results are examined as three groups: 
all territorial authorities, city councils, and district councils. The responses are also 
analysed on an absolute population basis and on a population density basis. 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 34 
 
 
Q1. Building Consents or Resource Consents are expedited where the design 
meets certain predetermined sustainable design targets? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 34 
 
24
8
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(I) All territorial authorities
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probability near 
zero
probability under 
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probability over 
50%.
implemented
Q1. All territorial authorities
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 8 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
 
From the above graphs it is apparent that all of the city councils have given thought 
to this possible incentive but still the number of cities estimating a greater than 50% 
probability of implementation, or have already implemented it, is less than half.  
Taken together 18% (6 of 34) of territorial authorities placed themselves in either of 
the last two options. 
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The comments supplied by respondents tended to revolve around two themes.  
Firstly the councils‟ lack of resources to consider the detailed policy issues that 
would be required to give effect to such a policy.  There were a number of comments 
similar to “In reality however, there are only two staff members in our planning team 
to cover policy.”   
 
Secondly it was energy and water that were most frequently mentioned as areas 
where an incentive had been considered.  A typical comment was “Matters around 
expediting and reducing the cost of consents for micro generation (photovoltaics, 
wind, etc) has been considered.  To this point no action taken.” 
 
The next step in the analysis looked at whether dividing the authorities by population 
made any substantial difference to the results.  I chose a population dividing line of 
50,000 for this analysis as there was a large gap here between an authority with a 
48,000 population and the next one at 58,000 and it meant two groups of not hugely 
different size.  This separated the territorial authorities (TA‟s) into a lower population 
group with 22 TA‟s where the population varied from 4,000 to 48,000 people and a 
higher population group of 12 TA‟s with populations from 58,000 to 444,000. 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 22 
 
Of these 22 respondents 19 were district councils, 1 city council, and 2 unitary 
authorities. 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 12 
Of these 5 were district councils and 7 city councils. 
 
This segmentation indicates again that the TA‟s with larger population bases are 
more likely to have responded in either the “probability over 50%” or “implemented” 
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options.  That is 14% in these options for the smaller TA‟s and 25% for the larger.  
Not a significantly different result from the segmentation by council type. 
 
The last analysis segmented the TA‟s on their population density to see if this 
produced any significant differences in the results.  Here they were separated down 
the middle on the median point thus giving 17 in each group.  In the lower density 
group are 16 district councils and 1 unitary authority and in the higher density group 
8 district councils, 8 city councils, and 1 unitary authority. 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 34 
 
By subtracting the number of responses of the higher density group from the lower 
density group this accentuates the differences.  A positive result shows a higher 
response in that category by the low density group and a negative result a higher 
response from the high density group.  It illustrates, in a slightly different format than 
those above, that those TA‟s with a higher population density are more likely to have 
considered the incentive than the lower density TA‟s.  In fact none of the lower 
density TA‟s responded in either of the two right-hand most options.   
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When one considers that in this segmentation the lower density population varied 
from 0.52 to 11.23 people per square hectare and an absolute population between 
4,000 and 30,000 people it is hardly surprising that these TA‟s possess few of the 
resources necessary to consider and implement such a policy in the commercial 
property arena, where there is unlikely to be much activity. 
 
The higher density segment varied from 14.93 people per square hectare to 
1,736.92 and an absolute population between 18,000 and 444,000. For this group 
six authorities answered in either of the two right-hand most options compared to 
none of the lower density group.  Thus making “Q1 Building Consents or Resource 
Consents are expedited where the design meets certain predetermined sustainable 
design targets” the fourth equal most often implemented initiative at four 
“implemented” responses or 12%. 
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Q2. Offering a development density bonus for incorporating certain 
sustainability features? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 34 
 
The pattern established in question one of the larger councils by population and 
population density having given this initiative more consideration is not evident.  It is 
the incentive that had least likelihood of being implemented of all those examined 
and the only one that had not been implemented anywhere. 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 8 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
 
While I did look at the breakdown by population and population density as in 
Question one these analyses provided no new insights.  The graphs for these are 
included in the appendices. 
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Q3. Waiving part of the development levy to recognise lesser use of 
infrastructure by sustainable developments? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 34 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 8 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
 
The distinctive feature of these responses is that while 7 of the 34 (21%) have 
implemented this incentive there are no other councils looking likely to implement it.   
 
The comments indicate that it is most often implemented in relationship to 
stormwater or sewage development solutions and then clearly on a case by case 
basis as one would expect given that each situation is going to be unique.  Typical 
would be “ If stormwater is dealt with on site then levy is reduced or waived in 
relation to portion of levy allocated to stormwater.”  
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Q4. Providing property tax (rates) relief in return for particular sustainable 
design features? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 34 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 8 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
 
This is a similar response pattern to Q3 in that while there are two councils that have 
implemented the incentive there are none indicating a high probability of it being 
implemented and the great majority, 29 of 34 (85%) indicating it has never been 
considered or if it has then there is a near zero probability of its implementation.  
There was also very few written responses and of those two respondents specifically 
mentioned protection of green spaces as a feature for which property tax relief may 
be given. 
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Q5 Undertaking joint venture(s) with private enterprise to demonstrate 
sustainability features? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 33 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 7 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
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With this question the district councils seem to be more inclined towards 
implementation than the city councils.  There were also three comments saying that 
it was not for a council to be seen to be promoting a particular private enterprise with 
a comment like “not appropriate for a regulatory authority to be involved with 
promotion of any one commercial entity.”  
 
Where specific initiatives were mentioned it was in relation to stormwater or sewage 
as in the previous question. 
 
 
Q6. Undertaking joint venture(s) with academic institutions to demonstrate 
sustainability features? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 33 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 7 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
 
This question drew the least written response.  One gave an example of such 
cooperation while the other 4 simply reiterated the choice with a comment like “not 
that I‟m aware of.”  
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Q7. Working with private enterprise and/or academic institutions to modernise 
building codes and other regulations to cope with new and innovative 
sustainable design features? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 33 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 7 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
 
Here it is interesting to note again that there seems to be a greater uptake of this 
concept with district councils even though it is still low.  The comments provide an 
explanation of this low uptake in that many pointed out that it was not for territorial 
authorities to make the building codes but to implement them although some did see 
their ability to make submissions on any review of the codes as something they 
could do. 
 
The question was intended to encompass more than just the building codes but as 
this part of the question came before the wider “...and other regulations...” it seems 
to be what was focused on. 
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Q8. Giving awards or special recognition to commercial buildings with high 
levels of sustainable design? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 33 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 7 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
 
I had anticipated that this initiative would probably have been quite widely 
implemented as it costs virtually nothing and requires very few resources, the two 
most commonly mentioned barriers to implementation from across all the questions.  
However as we can see it has been implemented by one unitary authority and there 
is little chance of its wide uptake by other councils.  Part of the answer to this is 
identified in 2 of the comments which state that this is already being done by national 
bodies such as the Property Council of New Zealand.   
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Q9. Providing technical assistance in sustainability to private enterprise 
design teams? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 34 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 8 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
 
While a few councils have implemented this (12%) the great majority have not and 
are unlikely to.  The very dominant reason for this is that many of the councils don‟t 
have the resources or the expertise to do so.  “The size of our council means that if 
the technical expertise was available within staff, workload would preclude much of 
this advice” being representative of those who added a comment. 
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Q10. Acting as a clearing house or network centre for sustainability concepts? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 33 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 7 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
 
This question drew a very similar response to many of the previous questions with a 
few implementing it but for the majority it is not really on the radar.  The predominant 
comment being that it is not the councils‟ responsibility to offer such a service.  “We 
are not a consultancy” or “not a local authority building control responsibility” being 
representative of the comments. 
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Q11. Providing public education on sustainable design of commercial 
buildings? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 33 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 7 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
 
As with the previous question the few comments that were added focused on the 
councils‟ lack of resources or that it was not seen as the responsibility of the 
authority.  The one council that specified how it was being delivered said it was via 
general design advice notes. 
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Q12. Facilitating public workshops on sustainable design of commercial 
buildings 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 33 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 7 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
 
This question is a specific subset of the more general question in Q11 above so it is 
not surprising that the implementation rate is lower than Q11.  It is therefore also 
unsurprising that the comments were basically the same as for Q11. 
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Q13.Providing education courses for staff within your organisation on 
sustainable design features? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 34 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 8 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
 
While the implementation rate is not high amongst any of the various councils and 
their sub-groups, the comments were generally positive in terms of expressing a 
likelihood that more will be done for staff in the future.  Most courses were provided 
by an external organisation and were an infrequent event or mentioned as part of a 
qualification that the council supported the individual in attaining. 
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14. Providing green collar job training courses.  (Green collar jobs are those 
that aim to preserve or restore environmental quality.  For example training in 
land restoration techniques, the correct method of installing solar heating 
panels, retrofitting waterless urinals, correct installation of insulation, etc.) 
 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 33 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 7 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
Once again a very low implementation rate with only one city council having 
implemented such a scheme and two indicating it is a realistic possibility.  The 
comments followed the same general theme as for most of the other questions; that 
is it was not their responsibility or that there simply wasn‟t the resources to attempt 
such schemes. 
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Q15.Does your territorial authority make a certain level of sustainability 
compulsory for its own new or retrofitted buildings? 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 33 
 
 
Total Number of Responses for this Item: 7 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 24 
 
To me the answers to this question show that councils are much more aware of 
sustainable building issues than one might first think given the low implementation 
rate of most of the initiatives queried.  The graphs below show the spread on a 
population basis and demonstrate that Councils of all sizes have considered and 
implemented such initiatives. 
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Total Number of Responses for this Item: 22 
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Q16.  Are there any other incentives or initiatives that you are aware of being 
considered or tried in the commercial built environment? 
 
There were no initiatives or incentives mentioned that hadn‟t already been queried in 
the above questions.  This does indicate that the very wide canvassing before setting 
the questionnaire was effective. 
 
There were however, a few comments of a general nature.  These ranged from 
personal notes wishing good luck with the dissertation through to expressions of their 
councils future intentions like, “We are at the beginning of a journey with a new 
urban design team in place” or “Council is beginning to explore the possibilities of 
implementing many of the above desires and responsibilities over the coming years.”  
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4.4.2 Regional Councils 
 
Regional Councils are the tier of government immediately below Parliament and as 
such have a much broader planning role than district or city councils.  They are 
primarily responsible for environmental management, including water, contaminant 
discharge and coastal management, river and lake management including flood and 
drainage control, regional land management; regional transport, harbours, and 
biosecurity or pest management.  Therefore they do not issue building consents and 
the resource consents they do issue are primarily associated with water.  That is the 
damming or diverting of water, discharge of contaminants (into the air as well as 
water), and the use of the beds of water-bodies.   
 
Given their quite different functions the majority of questions were not relevant to 
regional councils.  Those questions that did have some traction with the regional 
councils were: 
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Q10. Acting as a clearing house or network centre for sustainability concepts? 
 
 
 
While only one council has implemented this initiative it has also been considered by 
two others so that‟s 60% of those who responded. 
 
 
Q13.Providing education courses for staff within your organisation on 
sustainable design features? 
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A similar result to question 11 and only one of the four comments said it was not 
relevant to a regional council.  Interestingly the other 3 comments all gave examples 
of education provided to staff on sustainable design but only one of those said they 
had implemented this.  I can only surmise that the two who indicated in the “under 
50%” or “over 50%” felt that the education courses were not provided widely enough 
to say that it had been “implemented.” 
 
 
14. Providing green collar job training courses.  (Green collar jobs are those 
that aim to preserve or restore environmental quality.  For example training in 
land restoration techniques, the correct method of installing solar heating 
panels, retrofitting waterless urinals, correct installation of insulation, etc.) 
 
 
 
While there were two comments that this was not a relevant activity for a regional 
council this contrasts to the one that has implemented a policy and another that has 
considered it. 
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Q15.Does your territorial authority make a certain level of sustainability 
compulsory for its own new or retrofitted buildings? 
 
 
 
This is the question where the term “territorial authority” was used incorrectly as 
regional councils are of course not territorial authorities.  Nonetheless four of the five 
councils responding indicated the issue had been considered or had already made it 
happen. 
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4.3 Summary of Findings 
 
4.3.1 Territorial Authorities: 
In terms of answering the questions asked in the objectives (a) and (b) of the survey 
the table below summarises the results.  Objective (a) was to gauge which initiatives 
or incentives had been implemented and objective (b) was to ask if it hadn‟t then 
whether it had been considered and if so to gauge its likelihood of implementation.  
Question 15 is separated out from the rest of the results as this is not an initiative 
available to building owners or the development community. 
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Table 2 Percentage responses for all Territorial Authorities 
 
Never 
consider
ed. %
probab
ility 
near 
zero. %
probab
ility 
under 
50% %
proba
bility 
over 
50% %
imple
mente
d %
Total No. 
Answers
Q1
12 35.3% 11 32.4% 5 14.7% 2 5.9% 4 11.8% 34
Q2
19 55.9% 11 32.4% 2 5.9% 2 5.9% 0 0.0% 34
Q3
16 47.1% 9 26.5% 2 5.9% 0 0.0% 7 20.6% 34
Q4
21 61.8% 8 23.5% 3 8.8% 0 0.0% 2 5.9% 34
Q5
17 51.5% 7 21.2% 3 9.1% 3 9.1% 3 9.1% 33
Q6
23 69.7% 5 15.2% 1 3.0% 1 3.0% 3 9.1% 33
Q7
15 45.5% 11 33.3% 1 3.0% 2 6.1% 4 12.1% 33
Q8
19 57.6% 8 24.2% 3 9.1% 2 6.1% 1 3.0% 33
Q9
16 47.1% 12 35.3% 2 5.9% 0 0.0% 4 11.8% 34
Q10
20 60.6% 7 21.2% 1 3.0% 1 3.0% 4 12.1% 33
Q11
13 39.4% 12 36.4% 3 9.1% 2 6.1% 3 9.1% 33
Q12
24 72.7% 5 15.2% 2 6.1% 1 3.0% 1 3.0% 33
Q13
13 38.2% 8 23.5% 3 8.8% 4 11.8% 6 17.6% 34
Q14
24 72.7% 4 12.1% 2 6.1% 2 6.1% 1 3.0% 33
Total 252 53.8% 118 25.2% 33 7.1% 22 4.7% 43 9.2% 468
Q15
13 39.4% 4 12.1% 5 15.2% 2 6.1% 9 27.3% 33
Total 
all 265 52.9% 122 24.4% 38 7.6% 24 4.8% 52 10.4% 501
All Territorial Authorities
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From this it can be seen that all but one of the initiatives, “Offering a development 
density bonus for incorporating certain sustainability features” has been implemented 
somewhere within New Zealand.  This would indicate that New Zealand territorial 
authorities are searching far and wide in considering their options.  However the fact 
that there were only 43 “implemented” replies from a total possible of 476 (34 TA‟s x 
14 questions) also indicates that the degree of implementation is low.  Further, there 
was one TA that stood out as having implemented 10 of the 14 initiatives available to 
the development community.  Twenty-one of the TA‟s had no implements at all while 
the next most active TA in implementing initiatives has three “implements.”   
 
So excluding the one TA with a very different result to all the others, that means 
there were 33 “implemented” replies from the remaining 33 TA‟s or an average of 
one implementation per authority; of those that responded.  If we add to the 
“implemented” replies those that indicated a likelihood of implementation being 
greater than 50% that is only another 22 responses.  This lifts the average of the two 
categories combined to still less than two per TA.   
 
Objective (c) was to see if there were any other initiatives or incentives that were not 
identified in the survey.  No others were identified which indicates that the survey 
captured fully the initiatives known to the New Zealand territorial authorities.   
 
Objective (d) was to examine any significant differences in responses between the 
different types of TA while objectives (e) and (f) were to analyse the responses in 
terms of population size and population density respectively.  What these analyses 
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show is that the all three analyses are nearly one in the same in that TA‟s in each 
group change very little no matter whether they are grouped by type, absolute 
population or population density.   
 
It is possible to change the boundaries chosen for the absolute population and 
population density analyses but this produces groups of widely varying size and no 
new insights.  It may appear self-evident that the three are so closely linked but it 
needed to be examined to prove this.  It is a reflection of the result that the majority 
of “implements” or probability of implementation greater than 50% was from the 
larger TA‟s.  Again this reflects the most common comment in all answers that a lack 
of resources to consider the issues is the key factor in there not being a much higher 
degree of uptake and it is usually only the larger TA‟s that have been able to allocate 
the necessary resources to this. 
 
Question 15, which asked if the TA had policies with regard to their own buildings, 
has the highest “implemented” positive responses of all questions with nine.  The 
majority of these were again from the larger population centres and reinforces the 
comments above with regard to having the necessary resources.  It also tends to 
support the number of comments that indicated they would like to be more active in 
this area if circumstances permitted. 
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4.3.2 Regional Councils: 
As discussed elsewhere the relatively small number of regional councils and their 
quite different role to TA‟s mean there is not a lot of data to analyse.  They were, 
however, included in the survey as they certainly have a role to play in some aspects 
of sustainable building albeit a much more limited role. 
 
While there were only 3 “implemented” responses, one each on question 10, 13, & 
14, there were 2 of the five responding this way on question 15.  Again this, along 
with the comments, suggests there is support for increasing the reach of sustainable 
commercial building concepts.  
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Chapter Five Discussion and Conclusions 
 
As discussed in earlier chapters, finding ways to make human activities sustainable 
has taken on greater and greater importance as the scientific evidence has mounted 
indicating that major, and devastating, climate change is a highly likely result from 
anthropological activity.  Consequently a variety of pan-government organisations 
such as the United Nations (UN), the Organisation for Economic Development and 
Co-Operation (OECD), and the European Union (EU) have spawned institutions to 
guide national and sub-national governments to more sustainable practices.  Notable 
amongst these with regard to local government is the ICLEI – Local Governments for 
Sustainability. 
 
Although New Zealand was reflected highly in terms of sustainability legislation in the 
international literature, the survey reported in this dissertation found the actual 
implementation in NZ to be low.  As far as can be determined, the reasons for this 
follow very much those identified in the international literature.  The standout 
amongst these is the lack of resources.  That is both the financial resources and the 
human resources with the appropriate expertise. 
 
So why haven‟t the necessary resources generally been allocated to really put the 
rhetoric into action?  A number of reasons are offered in the literature and no doubt 
they vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.  Certainly in the New Zealand local authority 
context the fact that one territorial authority accounted for 23% of the reported 
implementation shows that it often comes down individuals and their vision and 
commitment.  But even in these cases there is little doubt that had other factors been 
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more complimentary much more could and would have been done.  Several of these 
factors were noted in the survey and are explored here. 
 
First is the momentum of the established economic paradigm where infinite growth is 
portrayed as the solution to all of humanities woes by increasing our material wealth, 
works against ESD change.  This is succinctly expressed in the conclusion chapter 
of In Pursuit of Sustainable Development.  New Governance Practices at the sub-
National Level in Europe where it is stated: 
“In the four selected EU member states, they showed that other 
strategies, such as national development or spatial plans, have a 
greater influence on regional models of economic development than 
the (National Sustainable Development Strategies) NSDSs.  They 
also revealed that EU Structural Funds, while contributing to 
increase general capacity at the regional level, are more concerned 
with the implementation of traditional economic development and, 
more recently, the promotion of social cohesion rather than 
sustainable development” (Baker & Eckerberg, 2008, p. 208).   
In New Zealand this has resulted in the paradoxical situation where the country‟s 
largest contributor to green house gas emissions, the dairy sector, is exempted from 
the Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) until at least 2015 and yet on the other hand 
receives substantial financial assistance from the government when increasingly 
severe climactic events affect their production.   
 
The second major cause of lack of implementation appears to be lack of clarity about 
who is responsible for precisely what, and integral to that is that the meaning of 
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sustainable design still has widely different interpretations.  So the general concepts 
of ESD have yet to be translated into organisational paradigms.  In the New Zealand 
context this is reflected in the gap between the RMA and the Building Code where 
TA‟s have been given wide general sustainability objectives under the RMA but have 
little influence over the Building Code which they are required to administer.  Beacon 
Pathway summarise this in the residential built environment below, but it is equally 
reflective of the comments in this survey about commercial built environment: 
“This means that the relationship of the RMA and the Building Act is 
an important area of uncertainty, with differing opinions as to the 
scope of efforts possible under the RMA, where it addresses issues 
also covered by the Building Code.  Even if there is a sense of 
possibility, the risk of court challenges and extensive legal 
proceedings means that councils can tend to be hesitant to develop 
policy initiatives in this space” (Howell & Birchfield, 2010). 
That the survey supports these contentions is revealed in a number of different 
ways.  Firstly the administration staff in NZ local government bodies often had 
trouble deciding who to send the survey questionnaire to, and secondly the fact that 
23 potential respondents who were sent the questionnaire declined to answer any 
questions after opening it and completing Section A.  Further evidence is given by 
the fact that only one respondent had any mention of sustainability in their position 
title.  This last point is also a reflection of the lack of resources reported by many of 
the local authorities in that one person often has multiple roles to fulfil and it is only 
the largest TA‟s that can afford to make a more specialist appointment. 
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The direction New Zealand government bodies take in future is very much in 
question.  The current National party led government has implemented an ETS 
ahead of most of its major trading partners but it has also passed the Resource 
Management Act (Simplifying and Streamlining) Bill 2010 which has the potential to 
override many environmental sustainability concerns in the name of the national 
good through the EPA and its new powers.  Further the National Party campaigned 
against further mandatory energy conservation measures at the last election by 
calling them unnecessary “nanny state” intervention. 
 
Given the difficulties outlined above with implementing ESD in the commercial built 
environment many argue that mandatory controls must be an important part of the 
mix.  That is a carrot and stick approach.  California has recently passed legislation 
so that as of 1 January 2011 certain components of the previously voluntary 
CALGreen building standards code will be mandatory for all new buildings.  These 
include requiring a 50% diversion from landfills of construction waste, 20% reduction 
in water consumption, and the installation of low pollutant-emitting materials such as 
paint and carpets (Oberle & Sloboda, 2010).  Similarly Popovec reported back in 
2006 that 10 US cities had adopted building codes based on Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) and that number will have increased considerably 
since then. 
 
In the final analysis, while the survey reported here showed a great deal of good will 
towards the many initiatives and incentives possible to promote environmentally 
sustainable design in the commercial built environment, local governments are 
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heavily reliant on national political initiatives before they can bridge the many gaps 
between policy and implementation. 
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Appendix 1  Copy of the Survey Form 
 
SECTION B - SURVEY QUESTIONS 
Please answer in ,elation to the territorial a uthority you work for as staled in SECTION A. In 
SECTION B the , e are 15 mult i-cho ice ques tions plus room to comment on each if you wish to. 
There is one final question for you to comment on any incentives or iniliali~s !>Ot mentioned in 
the first 15 questions. Comments are limited to 1,000 characters. or about 15 lines of le.t. 
Please answer each by choosing the closest fit to vour own opin ion about the sit uation 
a pplying in your orga nisation as to whethe r the below items have bee n cons idered or not. 
Q1 . Building Consents or Resource Consents are expedited where 
the design meets certain predetermined sustainable design 
targets? 
e ~""er consodefed. 
Cl Hove (orui:Iered .nd ",",,"meo~ ~oboblty near lero. 
o H.v~ (on.m.".ed ~nd iT(I!.mentilti:>n proboblty Ie", tI1m SO'llo. 
e Hive considered md iToIemenQtlon probiblty ~ SIWo. 
e Hove aftad}' i'l'!>lemented. 
Comments: 
Q2. Offering a development density bonus for incorporating certain 
sustainability features? 
t!! Never cooo;idere<l. 
t!! H""e cono;idered ~nd """lementiltbn probilb lty nMr lero. 
t!! HilVe cono;idered ~nd """lementotbn prob~b lty under 5-0 % . 
t!! HilVe cono;idered ~nd """lementiltbn prob~b lty over 5-0% . 
t!! H""e """lemented ~r.Jdy. 
Comments: 
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Q3. Waiving part ofthe development levy to recognise lesser use of 
infrastructure by sustainable developments? 
o Never con5iderM. 
o H""e con5iderM ~nd ~lementiltbn probablty n e~r lero. 
o H""e con5ide red ~nd ~leme nt.tbn probablty under5-0 %. 
o Have con5idered ~nd ~lement.tbn probablty over 5-0%. 
o H""e ~lementM ~re;My. 
Comments: 
Q4. Providing property tax (rates) relief in return for particular 
sustainable design features? 
o Never con5iderM. 
o H""e con5ide rM ~nd ~lement.tbn probablty n e~r ze ro. 
o H~ve con5iderM ~nd ~lement.tbn probablty under 5-0%. 
e H""e con5iderM ~nd ~lementiltbn probablty over 5-0 %. 
o H""e ~leme ntM ~re;My. 
Comments: 
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Q5. Undertaking jOint venture(s) with private enterprise to 
demonstrate sustainability features? 
tl Never coo s'MrO!{j. 
tl HlVe considered Jnd rrplemenntion probJb lty ne. r zero. 
e HlVe cooslderO!{j and rrplemenbtOl1 probiblty under 5-0%. 
Cl HlVe cooslderO!{j ind rrpiemenbtxl!1 prooiblty over 5-0%. 
Cl HlVe rrpiementO!{j ~re~y. 
Comments: 
Q6. Undertaking joint venture(s) with academic institutions to 
demonstrate sustainability features? 
t!I Never cono;idered. 
t!I HilVe cono;iderO!{j i nd rrpiementotbn probiblty near zero. 
e HlVe cono;iderO!{j i nd rrpiemenutbn probi blty under 50%. 
t!I HlVe cono;iderO!{j i nd rrpiementotbn probiblty over 50%. 
t!I HlVe rrpiementO!{j Jr e;My. 
Comments: 
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Q7. Working with private enterprise and/or academic institutions to 
modernise building codes and other regulations to cope with new 
and innovative sustainable design features? 
o Never con"iide rM. 
o H~ve con"iider.,j ~nd trplementotbn prob~b lty ne;>r Iero. 
o H~ve con5ider.,j ~nd trplementotbn prob~b lty undH 5-0%. 
o H""e con5ider.,j ~nd trpleme ntotbn prob~b lty over 5-0%. 
o H""e trpleme nted ~reJdy. 
Comments: 
Qa. Giving awards or special recognition to commercial buildings 
with high levels of sustainable design? 
o Never con"iide red. 
o H~ve :on5iderM ~nd trplementotbn prob~b lty nOJr Iero. 
o h""e coo5idered ~nd trpleme ntotbn prob~b lty under 5-0%. 
o H""e :on5iderM ~nd trplementotbn prob~b lty over 5-0%. 
o H""e ITl>leme ntM ~reJdy. 
Commen ts: 
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Q9. Providing technical assistance in sustainability to private 
enterprise design teams? 
o Never coo5iderM. 
o H~ve coo5idered ~nd "",,",mentoOOn prob~blty nOJr lero. 
o H""e coo5iderM ~nd "",,",mentoOOn prob~b lty under 5-0%. 
o H""e con5iderM ~nd "",,",mentoOOn prob~b lty over5-0 %. 
o H""e "",,",mented ~reddy. 
Q10. Acting as a clearing house or network centre for sustainability 
concepts? 
o Never coo5idered. 
o H""e con5iderM and "",,",mentornn probab lty near lero. 
o H""e con5iderM and "",,",mentornn prob~b lty under 5-0 %. 
o H""e coo5iderM ~nd "",,",mentornn probab lty ove r 5-0 %. 
o H~ve "",,",mentM "",,",mented. 
Comments: 
• 
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Q11. Providing public education on sustainable design of 
commercial buildings? 
t!I Never cooo;id ered. 
t!I H~e cono;id ered ~nd """ieme nutbn prob~b lty n e~r ze ro. 
t!I H~e coo5id ered ~nd "",,",mentoron prob.blty und er 5-0 % . 
t!I H~e con5id ered ~nd "",,",mentoron prob.blty over 5-0 % . 
t!I HilVe "",,",ment ed ~reJdy. 
Commen ts: 
Q12. Facilitating public workshops on sustainable design of 
commercial buildings? 
o Never cooo;idered. 
f:l H<lVe coo5idered ~nd """lementlron probablty under SO'll.. 
f:l H<lVe coo5idered ) nd """lementlron probab lty over SO'll.. 
f:l HlVe """lemented lIre~y. 
Comments: 
• 
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Q13. Providing education courses for staff within your organisation 
on sustainable design features? 
o Never con5iderM. 
o H~ve coo5idered ilnd "",lementoOOn prob~b lty ne~r Iero. 
o H""e coo5iderM ilnd "",lementoOOn prob~b lty under 5-0% . 
o H""e con5iderM ilnd "",lementoOOn prob~b lty over 5-0% . 
o H""e "",lemented ~re;My. 
Commen ts: 
14. Providing green collar job training courses? 
(Green collar jobs are those that aim to preserve or restore 
environmental quality. For example training in land restoration 
techniques, the correct method of installing solar heating panels, 
retrofitting waterless urinals, correct installation of insulation, etc.) 
o Never con5iderM. 
o H""e coo5idered ~nd "",lementoOOn prob~b lty ne;>r Iero. 
o H~ve coo5iderM ~nd "",lementoOOn prob~b lty under 5-0 % . 
o H""e coo5idered ~nd "",lementoOOn prob~b lty over 5-0 % . 
o H""e "",lemented ~re;My. 
Commen ts: 
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Q1S. Does your territorial authority make a certain level of 
sustainability compulsory for its own new or retrofitted buildings? 
o Never coo5iderM. 
o H;rve con5iderM ~nd trplementiltbn prob~b ity nMr lero. 
o H;rve con5iderM ~nd trplementiltbn probabity under 5-0 %. 
o H;rve coo5iderM ~nd trp ementotbn prob~bity over 5-0%. 
o H;rve trpiementM ~re;My. 
Comments: 
Q16. Are there any other incentives or initiatives that you are aware 
of being considered or tried in the commercial built environment? It 
would be appreciated if you would also comment on how 
successful, or otherwise, these were/are if you are able to do so. 
limit lOOO charoct...-s: 
• lndo:.te 5 Re5POn>e Requ i"M 
« Previous II Next» 
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Pr<>\lf""': 67% CorTl>Ie~,,====J 
SECTION C - OPTIONAL 
Q17. Would you like to receive a summary of the survey results? 
o Yes 
Q18. Would you like to enter the "thank youH draw for a case of NZ wine? 
o Yes 
If you answered yes to e it her of the above: 
Yo ur name: 
Yo ur erna~ address: 
I will contact t he winner of th e wine d ra w using the email given above to arra ng e a de livery 
address. 
Thank you again for you time and thoughts . 
• lndiate s Re'iPOO"" Req ui"M 
«Previous II Submit 
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Thank you for your Information 
Thank you very much aga in. If you requested a 
copy of the survey results summary I do hope to 
~;r<p'l have these written up in the first quarter of 201 O. 
Kind regards 
Mark Perkins 
Secure Forms (SSL) Multiple Page Forms 
Database-Backed Download/Email Results 
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Appendix 2   General first email to Council’s 
 
 
 
 
  
R. pi). R, pi)' foow.,d 
loAIl 
R"pond 
O, lrl, M.,...,lo (, .. I, oth" 
fold,,· Rul, 
INolJun 
Up' Un".d ~ S, I, ct· 
"".,,,,,! ~" ., ~ :::".. "j 
===~~=,=~==OPlion',==",,=== _____________________ ...J 
Mar'<P..m. [~~tro , (o , n') 
'_~)'I1 , govt. ni 
Subj' ct: Acod ' mie ,w>'.,. " qu ,,1 
PO Box 44 353 
Pt Chevalier 
Auckland 1246 
B November 2009 
Dear Sir I Madam 
I am a Master 01 Property Studies student at Lincoln University and canying out research lor this degree 
Moo 9/l1/2009 06;52 
My topic 01 research is " Local and Regional Government Initiati ves and Incenti ves for Sustainable Design in the Commercial Built Environment of New 
Zealand." I've designed a short multi-<:hoice electronic survey to address aspects 01 this subject to gauge the current situation in New Zealand. H takes about 5 minutes to 
complete; more il the respondent wishes to make comment on any 01 the items. H is intended that all local and regional government bodies in NZ have the opportunity to 
respond 
What I would appreciate is a name and contact email address or phone number lor someone, prelerably in the planning or building departments, that I may contact to make 
the offer to on a no obligation basis. In return respondents are offered the opportunity to receive a summary 01 the research results and enter a "thank you· prize draw 
The phone number I've submitted with this enquiry is in Vancouver, Canada, as I am temporarily resid,ng here until next month 
Thank you 
Marl<. Perl<.ins 
marl<.oerl<.ins@xtra ,co,nz 
Ph 1 604 346 5538 
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Appendix 3  Typical follow up email to Councils 
 
 
 
 
  
R.pi)' R.pi)' foow.,d 
loAIl 
R"pond 
0.1<1. M.,.... to (,..1, 
fold,,· Rul. 
I Not lun 
Up' Uoro.d [( \.I.ct· 
u .... ". :!. ~, ~ :::.... "~ 
=="",=-""""",~",=="OPtion", =~,="",,=,-__________________ ---.J 
M.Y'< p..u-.. [~~tra , (o , n') 
'mdcc:mart>oroo..og"govt. ni 
Subj. ct: Acod. mi,!w>''Y ''qu"j 
~ M""g ' I ~(onli'""'tioo ol . uth . nticil)' p<!l (344 lS) 
"' 
W. d181l1/200917:11 
I note f ro. yo ur website t hat e nv ironlle ntal s ustainability is i .,portant to t he Marlboro ugh Oistri(t Co uncil so it wo uld be great if sOlleo ne (o uld respo nd 
to t he s ur vey below. I hope it may be appropriate to fo r ward t his email, with t he electronic link i n it , to someo ne with plann i ng res po nsibilities so 
t hey (an decide if someo ne wishes to respo nd? If it is , t he n below a nd attac hed is t he ge neral i nfo r mation associated with t he s ur vey . 
Thank you 
Mark 
If yo u ha ve a ny queries or problells with t he s ur vey please do n ' t hesitate to let . e know. 
I a ID a Master of Property Studies stude nt at Li ncoln Uni versity carrying o ut researc h fo r t his degree . Attac hed is a letter co nfirmi ng t he a ut he nticity 
of t his study . 
My topic of researc h is " l ocal and Regional Government Initiatives and Incentives f or Sustainable u.,sign in the ( OIIIIDerdal Built Env ironme nt of New 
Zea land. H The s ur vey i n t he link below is desig ned to address aspects of t his s ubject . It would be mu c h appreciated if yo u would take t he 18 - 15 
mi nu tes to complete t he s ur vey by clicking t he link below, or, if yo u are not a n appropriate person , to fo r ward it to t he IIKlst appropriate person . All 
respo nses are co nf idential a nd take n as personal opinion a nd not i nstitutional . 
http : // fs 9 . f ormsi te . cOID!mape r ki ns ! f orm392422763! 
The res ults of t he s ur vey will be collated so t hat no i ndividual respo nses are identifiable . If yo u wou ld like a s u ... ary of t he fi ndi ngs t here is a 
place at t he e nd of t he s ur vey to i ndicate t his along with whether yo u wish to e nter t he "tha nk you ~ draw fo r a case of good NZ wi ne . 
I wou ld very mu c h appreciate it if t he s ur vey co uld be completed by 38 No vember 2009 . 
Tha nk yo u fo r yo ur time a nd t ho ughts . 
Ki nd regards 
Mark Perkins 
Master of Property Studies stude nt , Li ncoln Uni versity 
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Appendix 4  Letter of Authenticity 
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Appendix 5  Land Use and Development Code Barriers Matrix example 
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Appendix 6  Territorial Authorities – Bar Graphs of Responses by 
Population Under 50,000 
Q1. Building Consents or Resource Consents are expedited where the design meets certain 
predetermined sustainable design targets? 
 
 
Q2. Offering a development density bonus for incorporating certain sustainability features? 
 
 
Q3. Waiving part of the development levy to recognise lesser use of infrastructure by sustainable 
developments? 
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Q4. Providing property tax (rates) relief in return for particular sustainable design features? 
 
 
Q5 Undertaking joint venture(s) with private enterprise to demonstrate sustainability features? 
 
 
Q6. Undertaking joint venture(s) with academic institutions to demonstrate sustainability features? 
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Q7. Working with private enterprise and/or academic institutions to modernise building codes and 
other regulations to cope with new and innovative sustainable design features? 
 
 
Q8. Giving awards or special recognition to commercial buildings with high levels of sustainable 
design? 
 
 
Q9. Providing technical assistance in sustainability to private enterprise design teams? 
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Q10. Acting as a clearing house or network centre for sustainability concepts? 
 
 
Q11. Providing public education on sustainable design of commercial buildings? 
 
 
Q12. Facilitating public workshops on sustainable design of commercial buildings? 
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Q13.Providing education courses for staff within your organisation on sustainable design features? 
 
 
14. Providing green collar job training courses 
 
 
Q15.Does your territorial authority make a certain level of sustainability compulsory for its own new or 
retrofitted buildings? 
 
  
12
4
1
3
2
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q13. Territorial authorities under 50,000
17
2
1
2
0
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
14. Territorial authorities under 50,000
11
4
2
1
4
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q15. Territorial authorities under 50,000
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Appendix 7  Territorial Authorities – Bar Graphs of Responses by 
Population Over 50,000 
Q1. Building Consents or Resource Consents are expedited where the design meets certain 
predetermined sustainable design targets? 
 
 
Q2. Offering a development density bonus for incorporating certain sustainability features? 
 
 
Q3. Waiving part of the development levy to recognise lesser use of infrastructure by sustainable 
developments? 
 
  
1
5
3
2
1
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero
probability 
under 50%.
probability 
over 50%.
implemented
Q1. Territorial authorities over 50,000
5 5
1 1
0
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q2. Territorial authorities over 50,000
4 4
0 0
4
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q3. Territorial authorities over 50,000
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Q4. Providing property tax (rates) relief in return for particular sustainable design features? 
 
 
Q5 Undertaking joint venture(s) with private enterprise to demonstrate sustainability features? 
 
 
Q6. Undertaking joint venture(s) with academic institutions to demonstrate sustainability features? 
 
  
8
1
2
0
1
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q4. Territorial authorities over 50,000
4
3
1
2
1
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q5 Territorial authorities over 50,000
7
2
0
1 1
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q6. Territorial authorities over 50,000
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Q7. Working with private enterprise and/or academic institutions to modernise building codes and 
other regulations to cope with new and innovative sustainable design features? 
 
 
Q8. Giving awards or special recognition to commercial buildings with high levels of sustainable 
design? 
 
 
Q9. Providing technical assistance in sustainability to private enterprise design teams? 
 
  
4
5
1
0
1
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q7. Territorial authorities over 50,000
4
5
2
0 0
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q8. Territorial authorities over 50,000
3
6
1
0
2
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over50%
implemented
Q9. Territorial authorities over 50,000
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Q10. Acting as a clearing house or network centre for sustainability concepts? 
 
 
Q11. Providing public education on sustainable design of commercial buildings? 
 
 
Q12. Facilitating public workshops on sustainable design of commercial buildings? 
 
  
5
4
0 0
2
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q10. Territorial authorities over 50,000
4
3
2
0
2
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q11. Territorial authorities over 50,000
6
2 2
0
1
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q12. Territorial authorities over 50,000
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Q13.Providing education courses for staff within your organisation on sustainable design features? 
 
 
14. Providing green collar job training courses 
 
 
Q15.Does your territorial authority make a certain level of sustainability compulsory for its own new or 
retrofitted buildings? 
 
 
  
1
4
2
1
4
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q13. Territorial authorities over 50,000
7
2
1
0
1
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
14. Territorial authorities over 50,000
2
0
3
1
5
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q15.Territorial authorities over 50,000
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Appendix 8  Territorial Authorities – Bar Graphs by Difference in 
Responses - Divided on Median Population Density 
 
Q1. Building Consents or Resource Consents are expedited where the design meets certain 
predetermined sustainable design targets? 
 
 
Q2. Offering a development density bonus for incorporating certain sustainability features? 
 
 
Q3. Waiving part of the development levy to recognise lesser use of infrastructure by sustainable 
developments? 
 
10
0 -3 -2
-4
Never 
considered.
probability near 
zero
probability 
under 50%.
probability over 
50%.
implemented
Q1. Territorial authorities divided on median population 
density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
5
-2 -2 0 0
Never 
considered.
probability near 
zero.
probability under 
50%
probability over 
50%
implemented
Q2. Territorial authorities divided on median population 
density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
8
-1 -2
0
-5
Never considered. probability near 
zero.
probability 
under50%
probability over 
50%
implemented
Q3. Territorial authorities divided on median population 
density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
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Q4. Providing property tax (rates) relief in return for particular sustainable design features? 
 
 
Q5 Undertaking joint venture(s) with private enterprise to demonstrate sustainability features? 
 
 
Q6. Undertaking joint venture(s) with academic institutions to demonstrate sustainability features? 
 
 
5
-2 -3 0 0
Never 
considered.
probability near 
zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability over 
50%
implemented
Q4. Territorial authorities divided on median population 
density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
7
-3 1 -3 -1
Never 
considered.
probability near 
zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability over 
50%
implemented
Q5 Territorial authorities divided on median population 
density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
7
-5 -1 -1
1
Never 
considered.
probability near 
zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability over 
50%
implemented
Q6. Territorial authorities divided on median population 
density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
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Q7. Working with private enterprise and/or academic institutions to modernise building codes and 
other regulations to cope with new and innovative sustainable design features? 
 
 
Q8. Giving awards or special recognition to commercial buildings with high levels of sustainable 
design? 
 
 
Q9. Providing technical assistance in sustainability to private enterprise design teams? 
 
  
5
-3 -1 0 0
Never 
considered.
probability near 
zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability over 
50%
implemented
Q7. Territorial authorities divided on median 
population density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
7
-6
-1
2
-1
Never 
considered.
probability near 
zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability over 
50%
implemented
Q8. Territorial authorities divided on median 
population density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
4
-2
0 0
-2
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over50%
implemented
Q9. Territorial authorities divided on median 
population density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
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Q10. Acting as a clearing house or network centre for sustainability concepts? 
 
 
Q11. Providing public education on sustainable design of commercial buildings? 
 
 
Q12. Facilitating public workshops on sustainable design of commercial buildings? 
 
  
6
-3
1
-1 -2
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q10. Territorial authorities divided on median 
population density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
5
2
-3 0 -3
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q11. Territorial authorities divided on median 
population density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
8
-3 -2 -1 -1
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q12. Territorial authorities divided on median 
population density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
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Q13.Providing education courses for staff within your organisation on sustainable design features? 
 
 
14. Providing green collar job training courses 
 
 
Q15.Does your territorial authority make a certain level of sustainability compulsory for its own new or 
retrofitted buildings? 
 
9
-4
-1 -2 -2
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q13. Territorial authorities divided on median 
population density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
6
-2
0
-2
-1
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q14. Territorial authorities divided on median 
population density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
3
2
-1
0
-3
Never 
considered.
probability 
near zero.
probability 
under 50%
probability 
over 50%
implemented
Q15.Territorial authorities divided on median 
population density.
(lower density less higher density responses)
